BOOK WAYNE MENDEZONA TO
HELP YOU MAXIMIZE YOUR RESULTS
Wayne Mendezona has spent his life inspiring others, both on the basketball court, and
in the auditorium and the classroom. He has coached at the collegiate level in the United
States and professionally overseas. He has traveled to over thirty countries and trained
over 30,000 athletes.

WAYNE
MENDEZONA
AUTHOR, PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER,
LEADERSHIP COACH,
COACH SEARCH CONSULTANT
MENDO@

MAXIMIZINGYOURRESULTS.COM

MOBILE:

(425)736-1870

That motivation all began at an early age
with learning how to face challenges, dig
deep, and raise the bar to succeed. Whether
it was maximizing his own results to be the
best basketball player possible or motivating the athletes he coached to do the same,
Wayne has what it takes to inspire others to
get results.
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Since 1994, Wayne has delivered awe-inspiring messages to groups of all sizes and
backgrounds. Now let Wayne’s powerful
storytelling style and one-of-a-kind motivational message reach the hearts and
minds of your audience members so they
are encouraged to maximize their results
and create true change.
Speaking Topics Include:

FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE

WAY N E M E N D E Z O N A

How to Maximize Your Life
Creating Winning Results
How to Achieve and Receive Your Dreams
Taking Teamwork to the Next Level
How to Dig Deep and Raise the Bar
Conquering Fear with a Relentless Winning Mindset
Developing a Relentless Never Give Up Spirit
Championing Your Inner Game
Developing Supreme Confidence

Or...let Wayne know what message your audience needs and he’ll customize his speech
for you.

WWW.MAXIMIZINGYOURRESULTS.COM
Watch a highlight video of Wayne at his website.
Then contact him to schedule a complimentary pre-speech phone interview.
“From the moment I met Coach Mendo and saw him speak, I knew the word ‘relentless’ hardly does justice to describing his passion and
drive for excellence.”
— Quinn Wirth, PMO Director and Youth Basketball Coach

